LOVE STORIES

Love Stories – Are they still together?

Genre:
Factual Reality

Three couples recall the blossoming of their romance in “Love Stories”,
giving often diverging accounts in a fascinating show with a dramatic
twist at the end to answer the viewers’ big question: are they still together?

Duration:
Daily / Weekly, Prime Time

LOVE STORIES
Couples recall the blossoming of their romance in the testimonial format “Love
Stories”, which explores key moments in the development of a relationship. The
two partners give often diverging accounts in a fascinating show with a dramatic
twist at the end to answer the big question: are they still together?
The idea is as simple as it is intriguing, focusing on three couples in each episode
who tell us how they first met and how they fell in love. Whether it was a slow and
complicated process, or whether it was love at first sight, everybody is fascinated
and eager to know how their romance evolved.
Each person in the couple tells us their own story separately. They recount the
first moment they met, whether it was arranged, or they met by chance, whether
it was in a work situation or in school, in a bar or a park. Viewers also hear about
the couple’s lives before they met their partner.
The partners explain the emotional difficulties they faced: their fears and the
courage they needed to make the relationship work. Maybe the challenge of
establishing a connection with a child or children from a previous relationship or
of maintaining a relationship over a long distance.
Each couple’s account is reinforced by photos or videos showing capturing
moments from their past in a show divided into the key moments of their
relationship, from the first date and the first kiss to the first night together. They
describe challenges faced, such as the first meeting with the in-laws, the first trip
together, the proposal, wedding and birth of their children.

LOVE STORIES
But as the second of the partners gives their account, it soon becomes clear that
they do not share identical memories or points of view on the same vital events
in their relationship. It is here that the audience can start to guess whether they
are still together as a couple or have split up.
Both of them will be pressed to reveal the most difficult moments they had to
face. The viewers will slowly form their judgement on whether the two of them
are still a couple by looking into their eyes, their gestures and the way they talk
about each other.

Curiosity grows as the program reaches its climax and an answer to the question
of whether they have made things work. Viewers will also gain some insight into
what it takes to make a successful relationship.
With three short stories told in each episode, “Love Stories” builds on a very
powerful theme while at the same time being a very cost-effective format with an
original narration which revives the reality testimonial genre with a very strong
climax.
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